
On Christmas afternoon, Baby Fox is waiting for Little Kitten to come over. He is about to 
start decorating the Christmas tree with his mum and dad, when Daddy Fox spills the box 
of ornaments. Stars, baubles, Christmas tree candies and gingerbread hearts are scattered 
everywhere, disappearing behind the wardrobe, under the sofa, all over the room. Now 
what? Help Baby Fox find all the decorations and get the Christmas tree decorated in time!

3 years  
and above

20 minutes

2-4 
players

Accessories
1 game-board

1 x 3D Christmas tree in 2 pieces
16 ornaments (4x4 shapes in different colours), 

1 Christmas star for the top  
Little kitten card

10 big furniture cards
20 gift cards 

1 utility card with ornaments
plastic base

Velcro
Fagyos 
piknik 

pokrócban, 
forró 

kakaóval



Before you start playing, stick the Velcro on the tree and on the back of the ornaments, where you 
see this sign: . Attach the prickly side of the Velcro on the tree and the soft side of the Velcro on 
the ornaments. Read through the gift cards. If you win, one of these will be your reward with a gift 
card! You can also write your own ideas on the blank cards! 

GETTING READY TO PLAY
1   Put the game-board on the open bottom of the box. Assemble the Christmas tree from the  

2 pieces and place it on the board in the centre so it is steady. Place Little Kitten (with the plas-
tic base) in the round blue step, adjusted to the number of players (with 2 players on the space 
marked with: II, with 3 players: III and with 4 players: IIII).

2  Each player chooses 2 furniture cards and places them in front of them.
3   Turn the decorations face down, mix them up and hide them under the furniture cards as shown 

below: 
•  WITH 2 PLAYERS hide 4 ornaments under each furniture card
•  WITH 3 PLAYERS hide 2 ornaments under every furniture card and distribute the ones left 

over as equally as possible among the players
•  WITH 4 PLAYERS hide 2 ornaments under every furniture card

4  Place the Christmas star ornament on the table! 
5  Put the gift card secretly chosen in advance by your parents (which will be your reward if you 

win) under the Christmas tree, sliding it into the slot (so that only the back of the gift card is 
visible, not the gift) 
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Getting ready to play
2-person game, before the 
furniture cards are placed 
on the ornaments.

Before you start the game, everyone should secretly turn over their own furniture cards and turn 
the decorations underneath them face up without anyone seeing them. Then cover the decorations 
again with the furniture card. Let the game begin!

THE AIM OF THE GAME
This is a cooperative game. Find out which ornaments have rolled under the furniture cards of the 
player sitting next to you. The utility cards, on which you will find all 4 types of decorations (ginger-
bread heart, star, bauble, Christmas fondant), will help you to do this. If you get the ornament right, 
it goes on the tree. If not, then Little Kitten moves one step closer! You must decorate the whole tree 
together before Little Kitten arrives!

HOW TO PLAY
The first player asks the player to their left, naming the shape of the  
ornament they’ re looking for: a bauble, a Christmas tree candy, a star,  
or a gingerbread heart, and one of the furniture cards to see if they  
have one of the ornaments underneath.

For example: “Nellie, do you have a Christmas fondant under your desk?”

The player then peeks under the furniture card (in this example, a table) in front of them. Take 
care that, no one else sees your ornaments!
• If the player sees the ornament in question (in this example a Christmas tree candy), they may 

put it on the tree wherever they like. If there is more than one Christmas tree candy under the 
card, put them all on the tree.

• If you don’t see the type of ornament in question, Kitten takes a step forward on the marked 
footprints towards the tree. 

Then the player who was just asked continues the questioning from the player to their left, and so on.
           

When decorating, if one side of the Christmas tree is full, feel free to gently rotate the 
box, to find more empty spaces!

TIP!
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If someone runs out of ornaments under one of their furniture cards, they note that they only see 
„dust bunnies” and flip the card over (if the game is going really well, you can make it harder by not 
telling anyone when there are no ornaments left under a card).

If a player has run out of ornaments from under both of their furniture cards, they can no longer be 
asked questions, but they can continue to ask questions of the player to their left when it is their turn.

THE END OF THE GAME
If all 16 ornaments are on the tree before Little Kitten steps on the last light blue footprint, you 
have won. Then crown your work by placing the star on top of the tree! After this, look at the gift-
card – that is your reward!
If Little Kitten reaches the last light blue footprint sooner, i.e., arrives before you finish, you haven’t 
won this time, but never mind! Not everything always goes as planned, but we can still be happy 
our friend is here.

GAME FOR VERY YOUNG PLAYERS
Little ones may have trouble deciding which furniture to peek under. So, they can just ask the player 
to their left, „Do you have a bauble?” or some other type of ornament, and they don’t have to tell 
them exactly where to look. 
The questioned player then peeks under both of their furniture cards, and if they find any of the 
ornaments, they place them all on the tree.



A real 
dance party 

at home



A surprise 
from you 
for mum 
or dad



Doing 
Christmas
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together
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board 
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together
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family







Bake 
gingerbread 

together



Your gift 
is a few 
sweets!
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is a little

bit of
chocolate!



Making
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together



Your gift is
a handful
of tasty
peanuts!
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picnic with 
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and hot
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Your gift
is some fruit
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family dinner
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